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AVATAX

American Council on Gift Annuities

Closing Luncheon — Friday, April 30, 2010

Introduction of Conrad Teitell by Lindsay Lapole

Stage direction: Teitell walks to front of center stage.

Teitell: I am Conrad Teitell — and I approve this

introduction.

Stage direction: Teitell walks off.

Lighting direction: Dim house and stage lights.

Lighting direction: Raise stage lights.

Narrator walks to lectern (stage left). 

Narrator: And now, written at the very last minute —

(Marc: really and, as you shall see, completely

belt this out) unrehearsed — the Teitell players present

— “AVATAX.” Brought to you in 3D and

501(c)(3). 
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A/V MUSIC DIRECTION—CD PLAYER: Play Band #13 

(Gathering All the Na’vi Clans for Battle) on

AVATAR CD — VERY HIGH VOLUME.

Stage direction: While music is playing, J.D. and CPA walk on

stage and stand behind the lecterns. (Stage

right.)

A/V music direction: Fade music out after J.D. and C.P.A. are

on stage 15 seconds.

Narrator: J.D. and C.P.A. are on a space ship that

blasted off from the Planet Earth and are on

their way to the Planet PandIRA. (Narrator

say the name IRA, not the individual letters

I R A.)

The inhabitants of PandIRA differ in many

ways from their counterparts on Planet Earth.

But when it comes to tax laws and

philanthropy, PandIRA and Earth are parallel

universes.

So, providing for the needs of PandIRA’s

citizens — education, social services,

protecting the environment and cultural

activities — is mainly the provence of the

private sector.
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PandIRA’s citizens have the unique ability —

as we shall see — to summon up the spirit of

inhabitants who lived on Planet Earth years

ago. They can turn themselves into

instruments for good and even actual trust

instruments.

Let’s listen in on J.D. and C.P.A.

J.D.: Well C.P.A., here we are on yet another

mission together. This one is crucial.

C.P.A.: Right you are, J.D. The survival of charitable

remainder trusts depends on our stopping the

wicked and evil Sheltar, the purveyor of tax

schemes and tax shelters.

J.D.: Sheltar arrived on PandIRA on an earlier

space mission — Mission Untaxable — and

has stolen the element — not found on earth

— Untaxium. He intends to take Untaxium

back to earth and promote it as a tax shelter.

Untaxium would make it impossible for IRS

agents to audit how payments from charitable

remainder trusts are taxed. That would make

all the payments tax free. Congress will then

overreact and repeal all laws that encourage

earthlings to make life-income gifts.
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C.P.A.: Well, J.D., we need a plan to keep Sheltar

from taking the Untaxium back to earth.

J.D.: But first — we have to find him.

By the way, C.P.A., I’ve known you for such a

long time — but I don’t know what C.P.A.

stands for.

C.P.A.: Celestial Planning Advisor is my name. But

my friends call me C.P.A.

Come to think of it, J.D., what does J.D.

stand for?

J.D.: I thought that was obvious — Juris Doctor.

C.P.A.: Oh, is that what it means? My mother always

wanted my sister to marry a J.D.

But I thought she meant — a Jewish Doctor!

Narrator: OY VEH. 

That’s an old Latin term meaning Enough

Already!

J.D.’s and C.P.A.’s space ship has just

landed. They hear familiar music.
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Music direction: Salvation Army Band (about 60 seconds):

Play “Onward Christian Soldiers.”

C.P.A. (when I know that the Salvation Army serves

music stops): people in over 120 countries back on Earth.

And now we find The Army here on PandIRA.

Narrator: C.P.A. and J.D. get their first big break. They

spy Michael Mudry, the American Council on

Gift Annuities’ long-serving actuary. He is the

shining knight of the actuarial table. And here

he is on PandIRA. 

Most people don’t know this. Mike plays the

kazoo. And plays his kazoo for relaxation

every day. 

I’m not kidding about this folks. 

Here on the Planet PandIRA, he is known as

the Pied Kazooer of PandIRA. When he plays

his magic kazoo, the rats follow him and fall

into the river. And he has observed that his

notes shorten the life expectancy of the rats.

Always the actuary!

C.P.A. and J.D. have asked the Pied Kazooer

to help them find that Rat, Sheltar.
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Stage direction: Michael Mudry — playing his kazoo — enters 

from the back of the room, walks onto the

stage, crosses it and walks off the stage.

When Mike climbs on the stage, he is

followed by Sheltar (who has been waiting in

the wings). Sheltar stops in the middle of the

stage and Mike leaves the stage. Sheltar is

clutching an unidentified object (the Whoopie

Cushion). 

C.P.A.: There he is, J.D.! We’ve found Sheltar!

And that must be the Untaxium that he is

clutching. 

J.D.: Just as Sherlock Holmes had his Dr.

Moriarty, Superman had his kryptonite and

Batman, the Joker, Sheltar is philanthropy’s

nemesis. Sheltar is always coming up with

new tax schemes that purport to make

charitable giving profitable. 

C.P.A.: In the short run, some charities actually

benefit — but not by much. However, there is

a rule — called the IRS-was-not-born-

yesterday rule. The IRS and the Congress

shut down those schemes. And in the

process often repeal long-established

legislation that provides ways of supporting
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important causes.

We’ve got to stop Sheltar before he returns to

Earth with the Untaxium.

J.D.: Even if we stop him from returning to earth

with the Untaxium, he’s sure to come up with

other tax schemes. We have to find a way to

convince Sheltar to give up his evil ways.

Narrator: As luck would have it, Erisa, a PandIRA

native — who volunteers for the Salvation

Army — is on her daily rounds, distributing

food and clothing to the homeless. She stops

to talk to Sheltar.

A/V MUSIC DIRECTION–CD PLAYER: Play AVATAX Love Song 

for 30 seconds.

Stage direction: Erisa leaps and dances on stage and greets

Sheltar.

Erisa: I see that you are a visitor from Earth. My

name is Erisa. May I ask what your name is?

Sheltar: My name is Sheltar, but you may call me

Shelly.
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Erisa: I understand that on earth, gifts from citizens

are crucial sources of support for educational

institutions, environmental causes, religious

organizations and social services — to

mention just a few.

Well, we have the same system here on

PandIRA — private philanthropy for the

public good.

Sheltar: On earth, there’s a national organization of

charities that promotes philanthropy through

life-income gifts. But, I don’t belong. 

They’ve got a code of ethics. And, I have to

admit, that I’m only in it to make a quick buck.

Erisa: We, too, have an organization like that here

on PandIRA — it is the ACGA. And I am its

Chair.

Sheltar: A   C   G   A?

Erisa: Yes, Astro Council on Gift Annuities.

Sheltar: What a coincidence. Back on Earth, as we

speak — another ACGA — the American

Council on Gift Annuities is having its national

meeting in the Big Easy. 
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I guess they would call me — the Big Sleazy.

Erisa: You don’t have to be that way, Sheltar — I

mean Shelly. If you realize how charities help

so many people, you’ll become a soldier in

the fight for a better society. Come with me

to the PandIRA Salvation Army Corps.

Stage direction: Erisa and Sheltar leave the stage.

Music direction: Salvation Army Band: Play “Founder’s

Song” (keep playing until J.D. — dressed as

General Booth — is on the center of stage).

Stage direction: J.D. ducks behind curtain and dresses as

General Booth. J.D. walks to center stage

(dressed as General Booth). J.D. stands next

to a Salvation Army kettle.

Music direction: Salvation Army Band: Stops playing.

Narrator: Hearing the Salvation Army Band play The

Founder’s Song, we are taken back to the

last public appearance, shortly before his

death, of General William Booth on May 9,

1912 at Royal Albert Hall, London, England.

General Booth: While women weep, as they do now — I’ll

fight. While little children go hungry as they
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do now — I’ll fight. While men go to prison —

in and out, in and out, as they do now — I’ll

fight. While there is one lost little girl upon the

street, While there is one soul without the

light of God — I’ll fight. I’ll fight. I’ll fight until

the very end.

Stage direction: Sheltar walks on stage.

Sheltar: All the problems that General Booth

described almost 100 years ago are still with

us today. And private philanthropy helps

alleviate them. 

I may have some rethinking to do.

Stage direction: Sheltar walks over to the Salvation Army

kettle and puts money in the kettle. He walks

off stage — slowly.

General Booth: (Shouts after him.) No goods or services

were given in consideration of your gift.

Please come back tomorrow and I’ll give you

a written receipt.

Music and stage direction: Salvation Army Band: Plays The 

Founder’s Song as General Booth walks off

the stage.
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Narrator: On Sheltar’s and Erisa’s tour of the PandIRA

charities, they come upon STAN-CRUT, NIM-

CRUT and FLIP-CRUT.

Stage direction: Sheltar and Erisa walk to center of stage.

And then STAN-CRUT and NIM-CRUT (but

not FLIP-CRUT) leap to center stage.

Erisa (speaking to Sheltar): Let me introduce you. Shelly, I’d 

like you to meet STAN-CRUT.

STAN-CRUT: Good to meet you. I’m STAN-CRUT. That’s

short for standard charitable remainder

unitrust. The Treasury, in the regulations,

calls me a fixed percentage trust. I pay a

fixed percentage each year multiplied by the

net fair market value of the trust assets as

revalued each year. My minimum payout

must be 5% and the maximum payout is 50%

and there must be a 10% minimum

remainder interest.

I am the trust to use when a donor wants

payments each and every year and can fund

the trust with an asset capable of making

those payments. That is, an asset that will

earn enough to make the payments or can be

easily sold, such as listed stock.
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Sheltar: Good to meet you. I know your counterpart

back on Earth.

Erisa: And I’d like you to meet NIM-CRUT.

NIM-CRUT: Hello. My name is NIM-CRUT. That stands

for net-income-with-makeup charitable

remainder unitrust. In the past I was the trust

for  a donor who really wanted a STAN-CRUT

but didn’t have an asset that would for sure

be able to pay the unitrust amount each year. 

Last century — in the 1990s — the Treasury

authorized a FLIP-CRUT. That is a trust that 

starts out as a NIM-CRUT, but on the

happening of an authorized triggering event

— such as the sale of an unmarketable asset

— flips and becomes a STAN-CRUT on the

following January 1.

Sheltar: But where is FLIP-CRUT? I thought I was

also going to meet FLIP-CRUT!

Narrator: As I said at the outset folks, this production is

unrehearsed. We’re looking for FLIP-CRUT

— wherever you are.

Sheltar: I’ll go look for FLIP-CRUT.
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Stage direction: Sheltar walks off stage.

Narrator: Jane Austen, who has been observing the

passing scene, has some 200-year-old

advice that is relevant today — on Earth and

on PandIRA.

Music direction: Elizabeth plays appropriate music [to be

determined by Elizabeth]. Keeps playing until

J.D. dressed as Jane Austen appears on

stage next to Erisa. This may take awhile,

because of big costume change.

Jane Austen: This Rogaine really works fast (pointing to

wig.)

(Looking down at chest) I think I’m having a

wardrobe malfunction.

That gives me an idea for the title of my next

book. I’ve already written Sense and

Sensibility and Pride and Prejudice.

I think I’ll call my next book — Rogaine and

Robust.

Erisa, women have come a long way since

my time. I am so pleased to see that you are

the Chair of the Astro Council on Gift
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Annuities. As I wrote in Sense and Sensibility

back in 1811: “An annuity is a very serious

business. It comes over and over every year.

. . [and] if you observe, people always live

forever when there is an annuity to be paid to

them.”

Erisa: Did you really say that?

Jane Austen: You could look it up — Sense and Sensibility,

Chapter 2.

I’ve been watching you and Sheltar. I think

you can turn him into a — to use an old

Anglo-Saxon word — turn him into a Mensch.

He would be a good companion for life. 

Let me read to you the very first words that I

wrote in Pride and Prejudice: 

“It is a truth universally acknowledged that a

single man in possession of a good fortune

must be in want of a wife. 

However little known the feelings or views of

such a man may be on his first entering a

neighborhood, this truth is so well fixed in the

minds of the surrounding families, 
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that he is considered as the rightful property

of some one or other of their daughters.” 

Erisa: Meaning no disrespect, Jane Austen, in

today’s world it is often the woman who has

the better job — and is building a nice

fortune. And she does that while juggling a

job, children, housework and community

activities.

And as was said of the dancer and movie star

Ginger Rogers: She could do everything that

the legendary dancer Fred Astaire could do,

but backwards and in high heels.

Jane Austen: Right on, sister. You go girl!

Music direction: Elizabeth plays appropriate music [to be

determined by Elizabeth].

Stage direction: Jane Austen leaves the stage.

Narrator: While we are still searching for FLIP-CRUT,

let’s take the occasion to thank our pianist,

Elizabeth Brown.

Elizabeth is legal counsel for the Moody Bible

Institute. She gave up a career with a big, big

law firm in order to serve philanthropy.
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And thanks to The Salvation Army musicians,

Mr. Jason Hathorn, Music Director, Major

Rebecca Hogg, Major Connie Long, and Mrs.

Betty Hathorn.

Thanks also to Gloria Kermeen. She holds

down the fort for ACGA in Indianapolis. And

Gloria, together with Kay Ramsey and Shana

Dreher (pronounced Shayna Drayer) did all

the work to make this wonderful conference a

huge success. 

And helping Gloria here at the conference are

Gloria’s daughter Katie Swisher, her son-in-

law, Matt Swisher, Gloria’s sisters Gwen

White and Gayle Disbro. Gloria ran out of

family members, so she also enlisted Lindsay

Lapole’s wife, Bonnie.

And thanks to Ellen Estes who plays Erisa.

And to her husband, Frank Estes, who plays

Sheltar and who wrote the lyrics for the

AVATAX love song. Both Ellen and Frank are

attorneys doing planned giving consulting as

Estes Associates. They both starred in our

2008 production in Chicago.

And thanks to Michael Mudry who plays a

most wonderful character — he plays himself!
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And thanks to Mike Sholtz who plays STAN-

CRUT. He is Senior Development Counsel at

Duke University. He has a J.D., an M.B.A.

and an LL.M. Oh yes, he also has a B.A. 

He’s a veritable one man Alphabet Soup.

Thank you Kristen Schultz of Crescendo for

playing NIM-CRUT. Kristen Schultz is no

relation to Mike Sholtz. But she is related to

Charles Schultz — her father. Kristen and

Charles have contributed their legal talents

and financial support that have gone a long

way to the enactment of the charitable IRA

rollover.

And thanks to Cary Tamura who plays C.P.A.

and another character you will meet soon.

Cary has been a lead player in ACGA

productions since 1996. 

Also thanks to the program chair, Dan

Garrett, president of the ACU Foundation, for

making this entire conference such a huge

success.

And, finally, thanks to George Clooney who

plays J.D. and General William Booth and

Jane Austen, I think. 
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Clooney must be a typo: It’s Looney, not

Clooney.

J.D.: And thanks to you, Marc Carmichael for

being our narrator for this and many earlier

productions.

Narrator: FLIP-CRUT are you here? 

What about FLIP-CRUT’s understudy? 

Well, let’s move on. It is the next day and

Sheltar is now smitten by Erisa. And Erisa

has befriended Sheltar on SPACE BOOK.

Stage direction: Sheltar and Erisa walk to center stage and

Sheltar sings to Erisa.

A/V MUSIC DIRECTION: PLAY “AVATAX” LOVE SONG HERE.

Sheltar: Sings love song: Theme from AVATAX.

IRAs — CGAs

Things of greatest value

I now see.

All lights in dark-ness giv-ing hope of new 

funds.

How they give to each and give to all,

 enchanting

I pray in my heart that these gifts never end.

I see no pay-ing of tax-es
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While good works are advancing

Those gifts light the way into paradise

And they teach us to give with less sac-ri-fice

To give both cash and love.

You’ve taught me how to see all that’s 

beautiful.

How good things come from honest giving 

options.

Now I give my love to you, — I surrender

I pray in my heart that this dream never ends.

I see no pay-ing of tax-es

While good works are advancing

Those gifts light the way into paradise

And they teach us to give with less sac-ri-fice

To give both cash and love.

I now see — I now see.

Narrator: As you can see, Sheltar has fallen in love

with Erisa and she with him. 

Love conquers all. Sheltar decides to give

up selling tax shelters — but instead will

promote charitable causes — using well-

established and legitimate tax incentives.

Sheltar and Erisa decide to get married.

Sheltar suggests that they live on PandIRA

for six months and one day each year and on 
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Earth the balance of each year. He says that

would be good for tax purposes — and that,

he says, is perfectly kosher. 

Erisa and Sheltar decide to get married in

New Orleans at the end of the ACGA

conference.

While we wait for Erisa and Sheltar to arrive

in New Orleans, it is important to note that

the American Council on Gift Annuities (it

used to be called the Committee on Gift

Annuities) is 83 years old. It has grown from

an initial group of a dozen or so, to over 1200

sponsors — colleges, universities, religious

organizations, environmental groups, social

welfare organizations and many other

charities.

ACGA has been led over all those many

years by a distinguished and dedicated group

of chairs: Starting with Charles White and

continuing on with Ernest Hall, Gilbert

Darlington, Charles Bass, Donald Morgan,

Tal Roberts, Clint Schroeder and  Frank

Minton.

And now, ACGA is led by Lindsay Lapole of

The Salvation Army.
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One of ACGA’s honorary Board members —

Roland Matthies — will celebrate his 100th

birthday on June 1 . He is in excellent health.st

And still receiving payments from gift

annuities he has with Wittenberg University

and other charitable institutions.

We should all be eternally grateful to

attorney Terry Simmons of Thompson and

Knight. A tragic accident has sidelined Terry.

Walking back to his office several years ago,

he was hit by an automobile driven by a

reckless driver. Terry is at home soldiering on

as always — and he is always in our

thoughts. 

Terry Simmons, together with past-Chair Tal

Roberts and the ACGA board prevailed over

the Texas class-action lawyers who came

very close to wrecking the gift annuity

programs of thousands of charities — thereby

hurting the millions of people those charities

serve.

Fortunately, thanks to ACGA, justice

triumphed. But it was not an easy victory. It

took a few acts of Congress and two trips to

the United States Supreme Court. And a

financial commitment by hundreds and
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hundreds of charities.

Narrator : J.D. and C.P.A. are in their spaceship

(continues) returning to New Orleans to attend Erisa’s

and Sheltar’s wedding.

C.P.A.: By the way, J.D., what ever happened to the

Untaxium? What is it and how does it work?

J.D.: That element when placed near a charitable

remainder trust would absolutely stop an IRS

agent from auditing how the income

payments from the trust are reported — even

though the beneficiary claims tax-free

treatment of all the payments. 

I have the Untaxium and we must destroy it

as soon as we return to Earth — lest it falls

into evil hands. There are other Sheltars

coming out of the woodwork.

Here, C.P.A., take a look at this Untaxium.

C.P.A.: Why, why, it is a — I can’t believe it — it is a 

Whoopie Cushion. A self-inflating Whoopie

Cushion at that!

I knew this didn’t smell right.
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J.D.: Worse yet, it is patented. So the user would

have to pay royalties — or be sued for patent

infringement, and pay damages. So even

though the IRS won’t get any money, the tax

shelter promoter will.

Patent a Whoopie Cushion? I hear some

skeptics out there.

Stage direction: J.D. goes into the audience and shows the

Whoopie cushion to audience members.

J.D.: I’m not making this stuff up folks. The

Whoopie Cushion is patented.

Stage direction: J.D. returns to lectern.

C.P.A.: I understand that the U.S. Supreme Court will

soon take up the issue of whether a patent

can be granted for a tax strategy.

J.D.: Yes, that’s the Bilski vs. Doll case. Bilski —

don’t you just love these names — is on

appeal from the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Federal Circuit. 

One of the issues is whether a tax strategy is

patentable if it isn’t connected to something

else — such as a computer program.
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C.P.A.: Or a Whoopie cushion?

J.D.: That might just depend upon the new Justice

who takes Justice John Paul Stevens’s seat. 

C.P.A.: I’ve got it J.D. That’s how we destroy the

Untaxium. We put the Whoopie Cushion on

the new justice’s chair. When the new justice

sits down, it will create quite a ruckus — and

the Untaxium will be destroyed by the Capitol

police.

J.D.: That might just work!

Stage direction: C.P.A. ducks behind curtain and puts on

robe. This is a quick change.

Narrator: Now, we are all guests at the wedding of

Erisa and Sheltar. The ceremony is being

performed by the judge who presided at the

trial of a certain ex-football star.

Stage direction: Judge Ito walks to center stage together with

Sheltar.

Music direction: Elizabeth plays Wagner’s wedding march.

(Here Comes the Bride.)
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Stage direction: Erisa enters to the music on the arm of

Lindsay Lapole. She stands next to Sheltar

and faces Judge Ito. Then, Lindsay stands off

to the side.

Judge Ito: Dearly beloved, before I pronounce you

husband and wife, I have a few words of

advice.

You are being married in a community

property state — so any property either of

you acquires while domiciled in Louisiana will

be community property. 

When doing charitable and other estate

planning, it is crucial to know whether the

property is community property, separate

property, joint property, a tenancy in common

or a tenancy by the entirety. 

Also it’s essential to know the type of property

— real estate, securities, tangible personal

property. For securities, are there any SEC

restrictions on the transfer? Has an “S”

election been made? You’ll also need to

know whether it is “ordinary income” or

“capital gain” property. And, of course, the

holding period and cost basis.
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And here in Louisiana we have a type of

property interest known as a usufruct. That’s

from the Latin — usus fructus. It is the

temporary right to use and enjoy property

without having the ultimate right to dispose of

it.

I could go on — but many of the wedding

guests have to get to the airport.

Before I pronounce you husband and wife,

does anyone here have reason why this

marriage should not take place? Speak now

or forever hold your peace.

J.D.: I do. I do.

Judge Ito: What is the objection?

Stage direction: J.D. walks over and speaks to Erisa.

J.D.: Now that he has given up promoting tax

shelters — Sheltar, err Shelly, will be the

most wonderful husband in the world. But I

suggest that you postpone your wedding.

Erisa you have a FLIP-CRUT and the

triggering event for your trust to flip is your

wedding day. This is not a good time for your

trust to flip — so I advise postponing your
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wedding.

Judge Ito: Don’t worry Erisa. You can get married right

now. I hereby reform the FLIP-CRUT based

on the doctrine of Scrivener’s Error. The

triggering event is no longer your wedding

date but rather the sale of a hard-to-value

share of stock — one of the trust assets. We

don’t care whether that stock is held forever

or sold at any time. But having that as the

triggering event for the FLIP-CRUT provides

flexibility.

J.D.: Wonderful your honor, Now it is a FLEX-

FLIP-CRUT.

But, but, your honor, the draftsmen neglected

to put a provision in the trust that provides

that any capital gain attributable to post-

transfer-to-the-trust appreciation is deemed

to be accounting income. With such a

provision, any amount in the NIM-CRUT

deficit account before the trust flips can be

eliminated or reduced.

Judge Ito: I hereby reform the FLIP-CRUT — again

under the Scrivener’s Error doctrine — to

include that provision.
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So J.D., what do you call the FLEX-FLIP-

CRUT now?

J.D.: Well, since it has all the provisions, let’s call

it a Full-Monty CRUT.

Judge Ito: Now that your FLIP-CRUT has been

reformed, and there being no objection from

the trust grantor, the trustee, the charitable

remainder organization, the state attorney

general and the IRS, I now pronounce you

husband and wife.

Shelly, you may kiss the bride.

Stage direction: Erisa and Sheltar kiss.

Music direction: Elizabeth plays Mendelssohn’s Recessional.

Stage direction: All leave the stage. C.P.A. and J.D. return to

their lecterns.

Narrator: Erisa and Shelly decide to spend their

honeymoon here in New Orleans helping with

hurricane relief. There is still so much to be

done. And they have decided to settle in New

Orleans to continue their charitable work.

Have we located FLIP-CRUT yet?
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FLIP-CRUT’s understudy?

The understudy to FLIP-CRUT’s understudy?

Well, while we are waiting — will you fill us in

J.D. on what’s happening in Washington with

the IRA charitable rollover.

J.D.: To set the stage, Will Rogers — the great

American wit — said, “I don’t tell jokes, I just

watch the Congress and report on what it

does.” 

C.P.A., do you know what Al Franken did

before he became a U.S. Senator from

Minnesota?

C.P.A.: Why yes. He was a comedian.

J.D.: Now the U.S. Senate has one comedian and

99 clowns.

C.P.A.: So what are those clowns doing about the

tax-free IRA rollover?

J.D.: Quickly stated, as almost everyone here

knows: from 2006 through 2009 an individual

age 70½ or older could make outright

charitable gifts from an IRA — including
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required minimum distributions — of up to

$100,000 per year to public charities (other

than donor-advised funds and supporting

organizations) and not have to report the IRA

distributions as taxable income on his or her

federal income tax return. Most private

foundations are ineligible donees, but private

operating and passthrough (so-called

conduit) foundations are eligible donors.

The tax-free rollover is for outright gifts only,

not life-income gifts.

Both the House and Senate have passed bills

extending the tax-free IRA charitable rollover

for outright gifts retroactively to January 1 of

this year and expiring on December 31 of this

year. That so-called extenders bill deals with

dozens of provisions that have nothing to do

with charity and a handful of other tax

incentives that do deal with charity. The

charitable provisions are identical in both the

House and Senate bills. 

C.P.A.: So why isn’t this the law now — if both the

House and Senate have approved the

extenders?
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J.D.: Sorry to say, it’s not that simple. The House

and Senate have to go to a conference

committee to iron out how to pay for all of the

expiring provisions that would be extended.

There’s concern about the Pay-As-You-Go

rules and the Tax Gap.

C.P.A.: What’s the Tax Gap?

J.D.: I think it is a clothing store for C.P.A.s.

In any event, Tax Committee members say

that they expect to iron out everything by

Memorial Day and that the IRA-Rollover for

direct gifts will apply for all of 2010.

ACGA sponsors and others should work to

have the IRA charitable rollover for outright

gifts extended permanently — not expire

every year.

And this is important: The law should be

expanded to enable donors to roll over IRAs

for life-income gifts. 

You’ll find a draft bill that does just that —

together with the English Translation — in the

programs at your tables. At the appropriate

time, ACGA will be in touch with its sponsors

on how you can play a crucial part in getting
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this bill enacted.

Narrator: You all have copies of the I-RA (say I - RA,

NOT I.R.A.) Fight Song on the back page of

the programs at your tables. Won’t you all

please  join in with the cast in singing, The I-

RAs GO ROLLING ALONG.

Oh, I’ve just learned that FLIP-CRUT has

been located and will appear at the

conclusion of the I–RA Fight Song. 

Stage direction: Entire cast appears on stage.

Music direction: Elizabeth plays “The Caissons Go Rolling

Along.” 

Frank and Ellen lead audience in singing:

THE I-RAs GO ROLLING ALONG

O-ver hill, o-ver dale,

We will hit the D.C. trail,

And the I-RAs go roll-ing a-long.

It’s a beaut, hear them hoot

Ext-ra gifts and lots of loot,

And the I-RAs go roll-ing a-long.
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Then it’s hi! hi! hee!

For the field of char-i-ty,

Shell out your I-RAs big and small.

For where e’er you go,

You will al-ways know

That the I-RAs go roll-ing a-long.

Narrator: I see FLIP-CRUT in the wings. Wait, I also

see FLIP-CRUT’s understudy. Wait, wait, I

also see the understudy’s understudy.

Music direction: Elizabeth plays “When the Saints Go

Marching In” and Frank and Ellen sing “When

the Trusts Go FLIPPING In.”

Oh, when the trusts            go flipping in,

Oh, when the trusts go flipping in,

Oh, Lord, I want to be    in that number

When the trusts go flipping in.

Oh, when the trusts            go flipping in,

Oh, when the trusts go flipping in,

Oh, Lord, I want to be      in that number

When the trusts go flipping in.

Stage direction: While Elizabeth is playing and Frank and

Ellen are singing, the gymnasts enter and do

their flips.
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Elizabeth, Ellen and Frank: Continue to play and sing as 

appropriate.

Narrator: I am so happy that we located the FLIP-

CRUTs. Let me introduce them to you. 

Chase Naquin, Michael Zatarain and Allyson

Conway. And many thanks to their coach,

Gawain DuPree, who runs Crescent City

Gymnastics here in New Orleans.

Stage direction: Music stops and gymnasts and all players

leave the stage.

J.D.: Good luck and may the farce be with you!

Narrator: And that concludes our live performance of

AVATAX. Look for the movie version soon —

at a theater near you.


